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Plan

• Finish AKQ Analysis

• Probability: Bayes’ Theorem

• Game Playing

AKQ Recap

Player  1: A K Q

Bet Check Bet
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2 A Call -1 -2

K Call +2 -2

Q Fold +1 +1

Always Bluff

Player  1: A K Q

Bet Check Check
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A Call -1 -1

K Fold/Call +1 -1

Q Fold +1 +1

EV1 = −
1

6
Never Bluff EV1 = 0

Mixed strategy: probabilistically select from a set of pure strategies.

Nash Equilibrium: neither player can improve by unilaterally changing strategy

To find the best strategy for Player 1, we need to find a strategy that makes 

Player 2 indifferent between his options.

Winning the AKQ Game

Bluff Check

Call -1 +1

Fold +1 0

Player 1 wants to make Player 2 indifferent between TCall and TFold

[Sorry, I lost the ink here, so have rewritten this.]

Winning the AKQ Game

Bluff Check

Call -1 +1

Fold +1 0

Player 1 wants to make Player 2 indifferent between TCall and TFold

[Sorry, I lost the ink here, so have rewritten this.]

Hence, P2 is indifferent where P1 bets 1/3 of Queens

Value of the Game

P1 has an King

P1 has an Ace

check bet

P
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P2 has King
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Thomas Bayes, 1702-1761

Divine Benevolence, or an 

Attempt to Prove That the 

Principal End of the Divine 

Providence and Government is 

the Happiness of His Creatures

(1731)

An Introduction to the Doctrine 

of Fluxions, and a Defence of 

the Mathematicians Against 

the Objections of the Author of 

the Analyst (1736)

Essay Towards Solving a 

Problem in the Doctrine of 

Chances

(presented to Royal Society in 

1763 after Bayes’ death)

Inverse Probability

Given experimental observations, how do you 

determine the probability of an event.

Bayes’ Theorem

Prior Probability: likelihood of x 

regardless of other event

Conditional Probability: likelihood of x

given that you observed y.

AKQ Example

Given that I have a King, what is the 

probability that you have an Ace?

AKQ Example

Given that I have a King, what is the 

probability that you have an Ace? Machines 

Playing 

Games

The Turk, 1770



Edgar Allan Poe, Maelzel’s Chess Player, 1836

But if these machines were ingenious, what shall we think of 

the calculating machine of Mr. Babbage? What shall we think 

of an engine of wood and metal which can not only compute 

astronomical and navigation tables to any given extent, but 

render the exactitude of its operations mathematically 

certain through its power of correcting its possible errors? 

What shall we think of a machine which can not only 

accomplish all this, but actually print off its elaborate results, 

when obtained, without the slightest intervention of the 

intellect of man? It will, perhaps, be said, in reply, that a 

machine such as we have described is altogether above 

comparison with the Chess-Player of Maelzel.

“The Automaton does not invariably win the game. Were the 

machine a pure machine this would not be the case — it would 

always win. The principle being discovered by which a machine can 

be made to play a game of chess, an extension of the same 

principle would enable it to win a game — a farther extension 

would enable it to win all games — that is, to beat any possible 

game of an antagonist. A little consideration will convince any one 

that the difficulty of making a machine beat all games, is not in the 

least degree greater, as regards the principle of the operations 

necessary, than that of making it beat a single game. If then we 

regard the Chess-Player as a machine, we must suppose, (what is 

highly improbable,) that its inventor preferred leaving it 

incomplete to perfecting it — a supposition rendered still more 

absurd, when we reflect that the leaving it incomplete would 

afford an argument against the possibility of its being a pure 

machine — the very argument we now adduce.”

Edgar Allan Poe, Maelzel’s Chess Player, 1836

Claude Shannon

(1916-2001)

Ed Lasker

Programming 

a Computer 

for Playing 

Chess (1949)

“The chess machine is an ideal one to start with, 

since: (1) the problem is sharply defined both in 

allowed operations (the moves) and in the 

ultimate goal (checkmate); (2) it is neither so 

simple as to be trivial nor too difficult for 

satisfactory solution; (3) chess is generally 

considered to require "thinking" for skilful play; a 

solution of this problem will force us either to 

admit the possibility of a mechanized thinking or 

to further restrict our concept of "thinking"; (4) 

the discrete structure of chess fits well into the 

digital nature of modern computers.”

“With chess it is possible, in principle, to play a 

perfect game or construct a machine to do so as 

follows: One considers in a given position all 

possible moves, then all moves for the opponent, 

etc., to the end of the game (in each variation). 

The end must occur, by the rules of the games 

after a finite number of moves (remembering the 

50 move drawing rule).  Each of these variations 

ends in win, loss or draw. By working backward 

from the end one can determine whether there is 

a forced win, the position is a draw or is lost.”

Claude Shannon, Programming a Computer for 

Playing Chess (1949)

Minimax Strategy

Initial State:

Player 1:

Player 2:

Player 1:

…… …

…

……

…

d4

Bf6

Bc3

At each level, player picks the move that maximizes her value, assuming opponent 

always picks moves that minimize her value.



Minimax Algorithm (Not Quite)
Action MiniMax(State s) { 

Action bestAction = null;

double bestValue = 0.0; // Value in [0, 1], 0 = I lose

foreach (Action a : s.legalMoves()) 

if (MinValue(s.apply(a)) > bestVal) bestAction = a;

return bestAction; 

}             

double MinValue(State s) { 

double worstVal = 1.0; 

foreach (Action a : s.legalMoves())

worstVal = 

min (worstVal, 

MaxValue(s.apply(a)));

return worstVal; 

}       

double MaxValue(State s) { 

double bestVal = 0.0; 

foreach (Action a : s.legalMoves())

bestVal = 

max (bestVal, 

MinValue(s.apply(a))); 

return bestVal; 

}       

Minimax Algorithm
Action MiniMax(State s) { 

Action bestAction = null;

double bestValue = 0.0; // Value in [0, 1], 0 = I lose

foreach (Action a : s.legalMoves()) 

if (MinValue(s.apply(a)) > bestVal) bestAction = a;

return bestAction; 

}             

double MinValue(State s) { 

if (s.isTerminal()) return s.value();

double worstVal = 1.0; 

foreach (Action a : s.legalMoves())

worstVal = 

min (worstVal, 

MaxValue(s.apply(a)));

return worstVal; 

}       

double MaxValue(State s) { 

if (s.isTerminal()) return s.value();

double bestVal = 0.0; 

foreach (Action a : s.legalMoves())

bestVal = 

max (bestVal, 

MinValue(s.apply(a))); 

return bestVal; 

}       

Does this solve Chess?

What would a 

“solution” to 

Chess look like?

flickr cc: gsimmonsonca

Shannon Number

Note: Checkers (5 x 1020 states) is small enough to have 

been solved! (it’s a draw).

Jonathan Schaeffer, Neil Burch, Yngvi Bjornsson, Akihiro 

Kishimoto, Martin Muller, Rob Lake, Paul Lu and Steve Sutphen.  

Checkers is Solved.  Science, 2007.  (IJCAI, 2005)

Winning Chess Without Solving

Initial State:

Player 1:

Player 2:

Player 1:

…… …

…

……

…

d4

Bf6

Bc3

Shannon’s Strategies

• Type A: search all moves but only up to a 

limited depth

Requires a Value(State) estimation function –

without knowing if this position leads to W/L, 

guess value without looking ahead further

• Type B: only search “important” branches

Use heuristics to pick the moves to consider 

further at each step



Alpha-Beta Pruning
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Player 1:
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…

…
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Initial State:
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Player 2:

Player 1:
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Alpha-Beta Pruning

Initial State:

Player 1:

Player 2:

Player 1:

…… …

…

[0, 1]

0.4

[minimum possible value, maximum possible value]

[0.6, 1]

[0, 1]

[0, 1]

0.6 0.2

0.6

[0.6, 1]

0.3 0.2 0.5

0.5

[0, 0.5]

No need to evaluate sub-trees that we know are worse than one we’ve already found!

Minimax Algorithm
Action MiniMax(State s) { 

Action bestAction = null;

double bestValue = 0.0; // Value in [0, 1], 0 = I lose

foreach (Action v: s.legalMoves()) 

if (MinValue(s.apply(v)) > bestVal) bestAction = a;

return bestAction; 

}             

double MinValue(State s) { 

if (s.isTerminal()) return s.value();

double worstVal = 1.0; 

foreach (Action v: s.legalMoves())

worstVal = 

min (worstVal, 

MaxValue(s.apply(v)));

return worstVal; 

}       

double MaxValue(State s) { 

if (s.isTerminal()) return s.value();

double bestVal = 0.0; 

foreach (Action v: s.legalMoves())

bestVal = 

max (bestVal, 

MinValue(s.apply(v))); 

return bestVal; 

}       

How do we add alpha-beta pruning?

Minimax+Alpha Beta Algorithm
Action MiniMax(State s) { 

Action bestAction = null;

double bestValue = 0.0; // Value in [0, 1], 0 = I lose

foreach (Action v: s.legalMoves()) 

if (MinValue(s.apply(v), 0 , 1) > bestVal) bestAction = v;

return bestAction; 

}             

double MinValue(State s, double a, double b) { 

if (s.isTerminal()) return s.value();

double worstVal = 1.0; 

foreach (Action v : s.legalMoves())

worstVal = 

min (worstVal, 

MaxValue(s.apply(v), a, b));

if (worstVal < a) return worstVal;

b = min(b, worstVal);

return worstVal; 

}       

double MaxValue(State s, double a, double b) { 

if (s.isTerminal()) return s.value();

double bestVal = 0.0; 

foreach (Action v : s.legalMoves())

bestVal = 

max (bestVal, 

MinValue(s.apply(v), a, b)); 

if (bestVal >= b) return bestVal;

a = max(a, bestVal);

return bestVal; 

}       



Enough to win Chess?

Cutting-Off (Shannon’s Type A)

double MinValue(State s, double a, double b) { 

if (s.isTerminal()) return s.value();

double worstVal = 1.0; 

foreach (Action v : s.legalMoves())

worstVal = 

min (worstVal, 

MaxValue(s.apply(v), a, b));

if (worstVal < a) return worstVal;

b = min(b, worstVal);

return worstVal; 

}       

double MinValue(State s, double a, double b, int depth) { 

if (s.isCutOff(depth)) return s.value();

double worstVal = 1.0; 

foreach (Action v: s.legalMoves())

worstVal = 

min (worstVal, 

MaxValue(s.apply(v), a, b, depth + 1));

if (worstVal < a) return worstVal;

b = min(b, worstVal);

return worstVal; 

}       

Feng-Hsiung Hsu Claude Shannon 

Deep Thought, 1989

Deep Blue

• Shannon’s game search ideas 
(1949)

• Lots of clever heuristics to 
implement s.value and 
s.isCuttOff

– Team of GrandMasters to 
develop these, and opening 
book library

• Lots of computing power (for 
1997)

Kasparov vs. Deep Blue, 1997

What Next?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12rNbGf2Wwo



Schedule

• No class Thursday (make-up class will be 

scheduled later)

• Feb 1, Feb 3 – lectures on minimax theorem, 

machine learning intro

• Feb 8 – no class (make-up class later)

• Thursday, Feb 10 – first student-led class

Minimax Theorem
John von Neumann, 1928


